INSTRUCTIONS
Assemble the Tunnel
Insert/snap the large traction floor in the front
of the tunnel (A) and insert/snap the small traction
floor into the inside of the tunnel (B).

UTRS

Adding a Tunnel
To add a tunnel to your gourd, remove the front
of the entrance by using the guides (C). Each corner
of the entrance has a pre-set pinhole; using a
0.25” dia. drill bit , drill all four corners (D).
Attach your tunnel with the four (4) push-in snaps (E).
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Adding a Plate Entrance
Each Corner of the gourd entance has a pre set pinhole. Using a 0.25” dia
drill bit, drill all four corners. Attach your plate entrance with push-in snaps.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE

Adding an Owl Guard
To add an owl guard, put the two small rods in the holes on the porch
with perch, and then attach the second porch with perch to the top of the
small rods. Attach your owl guard with two push-in snaps to the pre-drilled
holes on the bottom of the gourd entrance, and then attach the top of the
owl guard to the pre-drilled holes at the topof your gourd entrance with
your two push-in snaps
Add a Porch
Before adding a porch , see options 1 through 3.
To add the porch,, line up the bottom holes of the Porch to the holes below the gourd entrance.
Insert a push-in snap through each of the bottom openings of the Porch and into the Gourd’s
corresponding holes. When completely entered, the snaps willl secure the porch in place.
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For Big Bo & Bo Gourds
Using the Tunnels

Take the entrance and
remove the round &
crescent entrances
allong the red line.

One the middle has been
removed attach the tunnels

Adding a Cooling Cap
To get ventilation when usiing the cooling cap you
must remove the top of the gourd using a hammer,
tap the top of the gourd neck until
the top falls out, (Step 1). Put the cooling cap
over the top of your gourd (step 2 and 3).
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